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GRAMMAR PROGRESS TEST 1Pronouns

PRESTIGE 12.9

 DİLKO® İNGİLİZCE

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. With those beady eyes of ---- and ---- rosy and 
chubby face, my little sister looks adorable and 
many people take a picture of her.

A)    her / her  B)    hers / hers
C)    her / hers  D)    hers / her
 E)    her / herself

2. Many people think that some sports are nothing 
but an excuse for violence such as boxing 
where the sight of two men bleeding, with faces 
ripped open, trying to destroy ---- is barbaric.

A)    other  B)    theirs
C)    the ones  D)    each other
 E)    their

3. When it comes to improving ----, whether it is 
learning how to improve a certain aspect of 
---- personality or whether we want to learn a 
relaxing technique, we can often be stuck in 
terms of where to fi nd the perfect advice.

A)    us / ours  B)    themselves / theirs
C)    their / its  D)    ourselves / our
 E)    the others / this

4. Even though there is only 10% of people above 
12 years old contracted by chicken pox, it’s not 
impossible for this disease to attack adults, 
especially for ---- who have never contracted 
before.

A)    ones  B)    those
C)    themselves D)    others
 E)    yours

5. While ---- could use ---- language, Russian, used 
in industry, military and state management, was 
the offi cial and dominant language in the Soviet 
Union.

A)    anybody / her B)    they / theirs
C)    everyone / their D)    you / its
 E)    the one / his

6. The headmaster told the students that ---- was 
going ---- until he found out how the fi re in the 
laboratory had started.

A)    nobody / nowhere 
B)    anyone / anywhere
C)    anybody / nowhere 
D)    no one / anywhere
E)    no one / somewhere

7. Many old people work well into their 70s and 
80s, running families, countries or corporations. 
---- people, however, despite being fi t and highly 
talented, are forced to retire.

A)    Others  B)    The other
C)    The others D)    Other
 E)    Another

8. Mathematics is the language in which scientifi c 
information is best presented therefore whether 
mathematics is a science in ---- or the framework 
of science is a matter of perspective.

A)    oneself  B)    itself
C)    these  D)    something
 E)    on their own

9. One should not drink ice-cold liquids when 
one feels hot or expose ---- to the ‘cold’ of the 
refrigerator as they give just a temporary state of 
coldness.

A)    herself  B)    one
C)    theirs  D)    another
 E)    oneself

10. ---- summer has been one of the hottest for 
a number of years and it has also been one 
of the most exciting for sport with ---- many 
tournaments and championships taking place; 
from the World Cup to Wimbledon.

A)    That / it’s  B)    Its / these
C)    This / its  D)    One / our
 E)    Another / other
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GRAMMAR PROGRESS TEST - 3

11. All the pupils in my class had been given careful 
guidance on their alternatives so they ---- 
sensible decisions on their choice of university.

A)    can make 
B)    were able to make
C)    are to make
D)    have been able to make
E)    may make

12. It ---- a good idea for you to fi nd top divorce 
lawyers that ---- you through the process when 
you were in a situation where you needed to 
have a divorce.

A)    may be / would help
B)    would be / might help
C)    could be / can help
D)    must have been / used to help
E)    would have been / could help

13. When I worked in the corporate setting there 
were many occasions when I ---- overtime 
although I didn’t get paid for it.

A)    must work  
B)    might work
C)    must have worked 
D)    would prefer
E)    had to work

14. Many people are unaware that there ---- a kind of 
deep-seated emotional reason which has to be 
dealt with before your eating habits normalize.

A)    can be 
B)    should have been
C)    was to be 
D)    was to have been
E)    was supposed to be

15. Most probably, water ---- in abundance in 
other galaxies, too, because its components, 
hydrogen and oxygen, are among the most 
abundant elements in the universe.

A)    may exist 
B)    must have existed
C)    could have existed
D)    had to exist
E)    cannot exist

16. Just possessing a website and leaving it without 
any maintenance or addition of new content 
makes it boring. Indeed, in order to keep your 
website looking attractive and fresh certain 
details ---- care of on regular basis.

A)    must have been taken
B)    have to be taken
C)    should have been taken
D)    might have taken
E)    may have taken

17. There are defi nite advantages to using 
surveillance devices such as cameras in public 
places but the balance between the need 
for security and the individual’s privacy and 
freedom ----.

A)    would maintain
B)    has to be maintained
C)    can be maintained
D)    would have maintained
E)    could have bee maintained

18. I had to reconsider my fi nancial plan as for a 
couple of months I ---- make payments on the 
car insurance that I had currently.

A)    cannot  B)    may not
C)    might not  D)    had been unable to
 E)    didn’t have to

19. As we had got stuck in traffi c, the party ---- 
hours ago by the time we arrived.

A)    will have started
B)    is supposed to start
C)    can start
D)    should start
E)    would have started

20. You ---- sleeping pills when you were dealing 
with insomnia as there are some better ways to 
treat your problem.

A)    shouldn’t turn to
B)    can’t turn to
C)    had better not turn to
D)    mustn’t turn to
E)    shouldn’t have turned to
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4Passive & Causative

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Atatürk, known as an extremely capable military 
offi cer during World War I, defeated the forces 
that ---- by the Allies after he ---- a provisional 
government in Ankara.

A)    sent / established
B)    were sent / has established
C)    had sent / would establish
D)    have been sent / was established
E)    had been sent / had established

2. Today, when the barriers between countries ---- 
and globalisation is on a rise, a whole lot of new 
trends ----.

A)    are fading / are being witnessed
B)    fade / witness
C)    are being faded / are to witness
D)    were fading / have been witnessed
E)    have faded / must have witnessed

3. The term classical antiquity ---- to refer to 
ancient history since the beginning of recorded 
Greek history in 776 BC, which roughly ---- with 
the traditional date of the founding of Rome in 
753 BC.

A)    has been used / coincides
B)    is used / was to coincide
C)    has used / coincided
D)    was used / had coincided
E)    must have used / would coincide

7. In his 1687 publication of the Principia, which ---- 
the groundwork for most of classical mechanics, 
Newton described universal gravitation and the 
three laws of motion which ---- the scientifi c 
view of the physical universe for the next three 
centuries.

A)    was laid / have dominated
B)    has laid / had been dominated
C)    can be laid / will have dominated
D)    laid / dominated
E)    was to be laid / could be dominated

4. One of the best ways to train employees is to get 
professional speakers who have a great deal of 
experience in the topic ---- to them.

A)    talk   B)    to talk
C)    talked   D)    be talked
  E)    to talking

5. Today, the more secure and high paying careers 
---- some type of specialized training, especially 
in industries where technology such as 
computer networking ----.

A)    require / is involved
B)    are required / involved
C)    have been required / has involved
D)    had required / was involved
E)    were required / had involved

6. A product ---- very well and may never even land 
on the shelf at the local grocery store if its label 
---- the right information.

A)    isn’t going to sell / doesn’t include
B)    may not be sold / isn’t included
C)    hadn’t sold / hasn’t included
D)    wasn’t going to sell / wasn’t included
E)    won’t be sold / didn’t include

16. A lot of technological advances ---- to the motor 
industry in recent years, in the last ten years 
alone our cars ---- many new features that have 
either made driving more comfortable, safer or 
more convenient.

A)    are attributed / were given
B)    have attributed / have given
C)    might be attributed / had been given
D)    attributed / will be given
E)    have been attributed / have been given

9. Elderly people that need assistance to go about 
their daily lives ---- greatly from home health 
care, which also ---- the general public as well.

A)    must benefi t / is assisted
B)    could benefi t / was to assist
C)    had benefi ted / can assist
D)    benefi t / assists
E)    could have benefi ted / will assist




